PLAN AND DESIGN
WITH PRECISION

Frequently updated aerial maps are
sharper than satellite, more reliable
than drones, and multiply your efforts.

SPOT LANDSCAPE WORK

Scan entire neighborhoods in minutes. Initiate early
contact with landowners or developers and win new
business. Properties may be viewed from multiple
angles, and our historical imagery archive shows
additional landscaping perspective over time.

Frequent captures, often
multiple times per year

• Minimize site visits with
remote aerial inspection

ESTIMATE WITH AUTHORITY

Design atop high-resolution imagery, and showcase your
creativity as never before. Speed up your proposal
process, and quote far more landscaping jobs per week.
Precisely measure area, distance, and height. Stunning
aerial imagery makes it real, and helps close your sale.

WORK THROUGH WINTER

Nearmap’s updated imagery enables year-round lead
generation, remote site inspections, breakthrough
landscape architecture, and accurate estimating with
snow-free imagery. Best of all, you can make the most
of winter from your own (warm) office.

• Verify land features and
concept in real time
• Accelerate estimating
speed and accuracy
• See both current and
historical property views
“The ability to create site
measurements from MapBrowser
also has a two-fold benefit: you
can create faster estimates for
customers while reducing the
number of site visits needed."
— Jill Odom, Total Landscape Care

YOUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

Verify truth on the ground within seconds. Estimate more, with far fewer site visits.
Frequently updated HD maps help increase both customer satisfaction and profits.

REMOTELY VIEW MORE

High-resolution leaf-off aerial
imagery clearly shows available
area, building outlines, and
helps landscape architects
design with greater precision.

IDENTIFY EARLY OPPORTUNITIES

Fresh imagery is delivered to you within days of capture.
Our historical archive and current imagery allow you to view
change over time, and identify new developments when
land is first cleared. Be the early bird, and deliver stunning
proposals for new commercial or residential landscaping.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION

Access is lightning fast from the cloud.
View and measure within Nearmap’s
intuitive MapBrowserTM, or integrate
directly with leading GIS / CAD platforms.

VIEW CURRENT IMAGERY

https://go.nearmap.com/landscaping

